2002 Excellence Awards Winners

**Excellence in Research, Scholarly and Creative Work**
Christopher Bowman, *Chemistry* – Nominator: Allan Guymon
Allan Franklin, *Physics* – Nominator: John Cumalat
Michael Greenwood, *Economics* – Nominator: Donald Waldman
Eckart Schutrumpf, *Classics* – Nominator: Peter Knox

**Excellence in Leadership and Service**
Maria Franquiz, *Education* – Nominator: Richard Kraft
Peter Knox, *Classics* – Nominator: Noel Lenski
Jerry Rudy, *Psychology* – Nominator: John Cumalat

**Excellence in Teaching and Pedagogy**
Melinda Barlow, *Psychology* – Nominator: James Palmer
Ken Gall, *Mechanical Engineering* – Nominator: Lawrence Carlson
Ramiro Montealegre, *Business* – Nominator: Manuel Laguna
Mark Osadjan, *Ecology & Evolutionary Biology* – Nominators: Russell Monson & Alexander Cruz